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CHAIN DRIVING IN TEXTILE MILLS.

By H. T. HiLDAGE, M.Inst.C.E.

A MEETING of the Members of the Textile Institute was held at
the Institute Rooms, Cross Street, Manchester, on Tuesday,
November 25th, 1913, at Mhich a paper by Mr. H. T. Hildage
(Manchester) on **Chain Driving in Textile Mills" was read. Upon
the motion of Mr. F. R. McConnel (Manchester), seconded by Mr,
W. Bleakley (Swinton), Mr. Frank Nasmith (Manchester), the
Chairman of the Mill Driving Committee of the Institute, was
voted to the chair.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Mill Driving Committee had con-
vened that meeting for the purpose of supplementing the papers
read at the Hawick Congress last year. At that Congress and
at subsequent meetings papers were submitted and discussions
took place upon prime movers. The Mill Driving Committee
were endeavouring to collate this material into such a form that
it would be of advantage to the general body of members. The
committee had found that they had tackled a big proposition, but
they were proceeding with it in the right spirit. They were
forming a small sub-committee -to prepare a series of questions
with regard to methods of driving that were to be put to those hav-
ing the management of various mills; and they were also form-
ing a visiting committee, whose duty it will be to obtain technical
information of a character which could be standardised, and
which he thought would eventually put the question of textile
mill driving upon a sound basis, and furnish much more informa-
tion than had been available in the past. In furtherance of their
work they had asked Mr. Hildage to give a paper on ** Chain
Driving in Textile Mills.*' Later on they were to have a paper
by Mr. Kenyon on *' Rope Driving." They were anxious to
include every side of the subject, and if anyone would give them
a paper on ** Belt Transmission " they would be only too pleased
to accept it, subject to the approval of the Publications Com-
mittee. Although most of them knew of the employment of
chains for driving various parts of textile machines he did not
think such a comprehensive paper had been previously prepared
as that which Mr. Hildage will read, and which will deal with every
phase of the subject in a very complete manner.
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INTRODUCTION.

THE object of submitting this paper for the consideration of the
Institute is twx)-fold. In the first place it is hoped that it will be
a means of attracting the attention of everybody engaged in the
textile trades to a comparatively new means of transmitting power,
which seems to have many advantages over the older methods, at
any rate as these are usually applied, and also to open up great
possibilities in the way of economy, efficiency, quality of product,
and certainty of result. Although driving chains were invented
some 30 or more years ago, and have been in fairly extensive use
for 10 or 15 years, it is only very recently that any organised
attempt has been made to apply them systematically and exten-
sively to industrial driving, and still more recently that it has
been possible, in an organised manner, co try to spread useful
knowledge and information concerning this means of transmis-
sion, of the character that is found in text books and pocket books
everywhere; with regard to other forms of transmission.

The second object is to ensure that the discussion which has
b'̂ en initiated by an excellent series of papers on the different
i#iethods of generating power for use in textile factories, and which
will probably be continued with the discussion of the different
methods of transmitting this power to the machines, shall contain
a statement of the case for chain driving. It is neither possible
nor desirable at this time to say all that can be said on the subject
of the history, the design, and the use of these chains. To do
so would be to obscure, and probably to defeat the main object
of the paper, which is, as has been stated above, to attract atten-
tion, and, having done so, to give some general indications of
what driving chains are, what their characteristics are, how they
may be applied in textile factories, what may be expected to be
gained and lost by their application or substitution for other trans-
missions, what has already been done in this direction, and how
the development of their use may be expected to affect the claims
of the advocates of different prime movers. It is not, therefore,
proposed to do more than touch upon the desig'n of chains, nor
to give any detailed instructions, either as to their use, or as to
the selection of suitable chains for specific purposes.

WHAT DRIVING CHAINS ARE.

The chains referred to are those made from mild steel, and
consisting of plates, pins, bushes and rollers, which parts, when
assembled, give a perfectly flexible band of fixed length, which is
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capable of running upon wheels having suitable teeth cut on their
periphery. The flexibility is obtained by knuckle joints, each
consisting of a properly-prepared pin or stud, turning on or in
a properly-prepared bearing or bush, and implies no bending or

t H

F I G . J.—v CHAIN—ACTION OF GEARING.

PIG. 2.—CHAIN MUCH WORN AT JOINTS, BUT STILI. GEARING CORRECTI,Y.

PIG. 3.—SPECIMENS OF SILENT CHAINS.

straining of the material. There are two main types of chain of
this character commonly in use—the Silent type and the Bush
Rollei type.

Silent Chain.—The silent chain consists, as will be seen by the-
diagrams and illustrations, Figs, i, 2, and 3, of flat plates threaded
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on studs of some form or other. The plane tooth faces of the
links engage with the plane tooth faces of the wheel (Fig. i), and
as the chain enters and leaves the wheels with the same peripheral
speed as the wheel teeth, and almost the .same angular velocity,
tlierc is very little impact at entering, and no sliding whatever.
In consequence of this action, the silent chain runs very quietly
and snioothly, and it is to this quality that it owes its name. It
is necessary to say, however, that the term ** silent " in this con-
neclion is merely a comparative one. Some silent chain drives
are in truth as iiearlv silent as could be wislied, while others.

FIG. 4.—Busii ROLLER CHAIN.

principally those where small pinions and very high speeds are
used, are rather noisy than otherwise. The pins which form the
joints in silent chains are made of different shapes by different
makers, but it is not necessary in this paper to say more than that
the main object in the design of these pins is, or ought to be, to
render wear, and consequent elongation and alteration of pitch
of the chain, as slow a process as possible. As this elongation of
pitch takes place, the chain rides up the teeth of the wheel and
aiifomatically adjusts itself to a larger pitch circle (see Fig. .2)^
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until ultimately the chain is too much extended in pitch to gear
with the wheel at all. This type of chain lies on the face of a wheel
just like a belt, and there are several methods, corresponding to
the crowning or flanging of a belt pulley, for keeping it in place.

The silent chain is made in various pitches from | in. to 3 in.,
and the pitch used depends largely upon the speed of the shafts.
Where the speed is high a small pitch is used, in order to keep the
diameter of the sprockets small, and so keep the chain speed within
limits, and the width of the chain is made sufficient to give the
necessary strength to transmit the power required. It is
very undesirable to use a wheel having less than 15T., or many
more than 120T. The silent chain is principally used for high
sp)eeds, or for low or moderate speeds where exceptionally smooth
turning is required.

Bush Roller Chain,^-The bush roller type of chain is so called
because it consists of a series of pin and bush knuckle joints, each

FIC. 5.—COMPARE RELATIVE BEARING AREAS OF OLD TYPE (ON LEFX) WITH MODERN
Busft ROLLER CHAIN (ON RIGHT).

of which has a roller running on the outside of the bush to relieve
the friction between the chain and the wheel teeth at entering and
leaving. The chain consists of inside and outside elements. An
inside element consists of two side plates with two bushes fixed
or keyed into them, and two rollers running loose on the bushes.
The outside element consists of two side plates with two pins
fixed or keyed into them, and these pins pass through the bushes
of the inside element, forming, with them, the bearing of the
chain. This construction is shown in Fig. 4, which is a photo-
graph of a short piece of bush roller chain, together with its com-
ponent parts, and in Fig. 5, which compares the new type of bush
roller chain with the old common roller, or bowl chain. The
hatched parts in this illustration show the respective bearing areas
of each.

The bush roller chain is a very satisfactory and durable means of
transmitting power between shafts running at moderate speeds.
Provided the speeds and power are such that wheels having a suffi-
cient number of teeth can be used, fhe turning is very uniform. It is
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also specially useful in difficult situations, and in damp or dusty
atmospheres. On account of the substantial character of its con-
struction, it is also used for exceptionally high speeds, especially
where a little noise is not objectionable. In general, the roller
chain is used in preference to the silent chain when durability and
long service are more important than mechanical refinement, and
w'here the avoidance of noise is not the most important considera-
tion.

CHARACTERrSTICS OF C H A I N G E A R I N G .

In speaking of the charactertistics of chain transmission it is
necessary to do so in terms of comparison with other forms of
transmission,

(1) It is a positive transmission, inasmuch as the chain cannot
slip over the wheels as a belt does, and there will consequently be
no lost motion. In the long run the periphery of the driven pulley
will have travelled as far as the periphery of the driver pulley. Not-
withstanding this, it is a fact that a chain drive has a certain small
amount of elasticity in many cases, and this is often a very valuable
property. When the drive is horizontal, or inclined at a small
angle to the horizontal, the weight of the chain which
hangs between the wheels may act as a spring in
tending to smooth out any sudden impulse. In any
position of the drive the film of oil in the bearings, and, in
certain cases, even the shapes of the links themselves, add to this
quality. The effect of this elasticity is to reduce considerably the
vibration and noise which is inseparable from most positive power
transmissions. It also has the effect of rendering unnecessary
the microscopical accuracy of erection and alignment usually
essential to obtain high efficiency with tooth gearing of any type.
On the other 'hand, this elasticity is insignificant compared with
the elasticity of a belt or rope, and is not sufficient, in consequence,
to interfere materially with the evenness of turning of the shafts.
It is sufficient, however, to render it of great importance in certain
cases of impulsive loading or driving.

(2) The theoretical efficiency of a chain drive is well over
99 per cent. The importance of this figure lies in the fact that
it proves the futility of attempting seriously to increase the
efficiency of a driving chain by modifying the design of the
bearings. Such experiments as have been made, show that the
actual efficiency of a chain drive lies somewhere between 97 and
98*5 per cent. The nature of the action of the chain upon the
wheel is such that the efficiency is maintained until the chain is
worn out, and the construction of the chain is such that minute
inaccuracies of erection do not seriously detract from it.

(3) In general the distance between the centres of the shafts
connected will be much less than is usual with ropes or belts. The
most suitable distance is from 2 ft. to 9 ft., according to the power
to be transmitted, and the lie of the drive. The minimum distance
will be fixed, to some extent, by the speeds and the speed ratios,.
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and represents the sum of the radii of the smallest wheels that can
be used, plus a small allowance for clearance. In silent chain
drives, as a rule, the centre distance should not exceed 12 ft. or
15 ft., unless the drive is almost vertical, in which case the limit
is set by the weight of the chain, and the ease or difficulty of
obtaining adjustment for tension. Vertical chain drives, with the
silent chain, have been quite successful up to 36 ft. centres, and
horizontal ones up to 20 ft. centres. With the roller chain longer
centre distances are permissible, except when there is difficulty in
obtaining adjustment, or when the drive is subject to impulses.
It is obvious that small variations in the centre distance are of no
consequence whatever, i.e., in any particular drive it is immaterial
whether the centre distance be 7 ft. or 7 ft. 6 in.

(4) The speed ratio between the shafts, in ordinary good prac-
tice, may be anything up to 6 : i. In exceptional cases ratios
as high as 10 : i are possible. The penalty of using excessive
ratios is that the life of the chain will be correspondingly short.

(5) Driving chains are capable of running satisfactorily at any
speed usually found in textile factories. Drives of small power
are commonly used at speeds up to 3,000 revolutions per minute,
and large drives up to 400 H.P . or 500 H .P . can be used up to
about 500 revolutions per minute.

(6) In general the wheels used for chain driving are smaller in
diameter'than with other forms of transmission. It is thus often
possible, where the direction of rotation is not of much conse-
quence, to substitute chain drives for spur wheels. By virtue of
this same fact, it is also very often possible, in confined situa-
tions, to use much larger ratios of reduction than can be used
with rope or belt drives.

{7) In ordinary cases it is not necessary that there .should be
any initial tension in the chain. If the load is fairly steady there
is no possibility of the chain slipping over the teeth, and provided
it is not in the way, or is not liable to get wrapped round the wheels
and cause troubles of that kind, there is no objection to running a
chain drive very slack indeed. Drives in which impulses occur,
however, either from the driver or driven end, are an exception to
this. In such cases the chain must not be permitted to accumulate
any slack, and, in some cases, must even have an initial tension.

(8) Driving chains require rather more care and attention for
ordinary working than is usually necessary, or at any rate is
usually conceded, to belt or rope drives. The erection requires
to be a little more accurate. Faults in erection will not cause the
chain to run off the wheels, but will cause it to be damaged. It
will be obvious from what has been said of their construction that
chains require to be lubricated, and this usually implies that they
must be covered or cased in, in some way or other, in order that
the lubricant may not be spread about. A little more care is also
required in selecting the most suitable chain for any specific pur-
pose than is required in the case of belts or ropes.
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How CHAIN DRIVES CAN BE APPLIED IN TEXTILE FACTORIES.

It will be readily understood that driving chains cannot be
crossed, and consequently can only be used for driving between
parallel shafts which are required to rotate in the same direction.
In drives of moderate speeds, however, and under conditions that
are suitable for bush roller chain, it is possible, by the use of three
wheels, to obtain a reverse of the direction of rotation. Right
angle drives are usually out of the question, and the limitation of
the centre distance must, for the present, be regarded as precluding
the use of chain gearing for the driving of line shafts from engines
in spinning factories* The remaining applications can be treated
as follows :—-

(1) Driving lineshafts in spinning factories from electric
motors.—Chain drives furnish a very convenient means of trans-
mission from electric motors to lineshafts. 'I'hey are very con-
venient for this purpose, and their high efficiency, positiveness,
and the quietness and absence of vibration with which they operate
go a long way towards obviating the necessity for the directly-
coupled motor. The limit of power can be taken at about 25a
H.P. , and the limiting speed ratio about i : 6. The motor speed
permissible varies with the power.

(2) Driving of lineshafts in weaving sheds.—It would probably
be quite possible to drive from a steam engine to one or two of the
lineshafts in a weaving shed, and from these tu the remainder by
chain gear. It is very easy and convenient in the case of elec-
trically-driven sheds to connect the motors to the lineshafts by
chains, and two alternative methods of doing this are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. In the first case a single motor is placed about
the middle of the shed, and power taken by chains to each of two
adjacent lineshafts. The remaining lineshafts are connected with
these first two by chain drives. This method of driving is con-
venient where the motor is already in existence, and spur gearing
or bevel gearing is being used. It is not, however, so efficient as
the other method, which consists of connecting one motor to each
of two lineshafts.

(3) Driving from lineshafts to machines.—In many cases it is
possiiole and advantageous to substitute a chain drive fo'r the belt
drive at present in use from the lineshaft to the machine. This
generally involves the use of a friction clutch to take the place of
the fast and loose pulley, and, of course, is only possible where the
drive is a straight one, between parallel shafts, and the belt open.
This method of substitution would have many advantages, which
will be discussed later, and would be rendered much easier if the
lineshafts were under the floor instead of under the ceiling. The
cases in which chains can be substituted for belts immediately,
with the greatest possibility of profit, are given below, and the
advantages that should be obtained are mentioned in conjunction,

(a) Mixing Room in Cotton Factories.—The drives in these
cases are generally of comparatively small powers, say up to
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5 H.P. , fairly low speeds, and intermittent, or perhaps impulsive.
The presence of floating dust, as well as the above-mentioned
conditions, tend to a fair amount of loss of production by slipping,
which would be entirely obviated by the use of chain gearing
where this can conveniently be applied.

(b) Blowing Room in Cotton Factories.—In this department
the speeds are higher, the power still under io H.P. , and the
conditions are probably rather more suitable for belt driving than
in the mixing room, but even here there would be a considerable
advantage in steadiness of drive and consequent increase in pro-
duction, and better quality of product, from the substitution of
chains.

(c) Card Rodm in Woollen Factories.—^A very severely-felt
disadvantage of the present method of driving scribblers and
carding machines is introduced by the slipp-ing tendency of the
belt, which is accentuated by the dust in the atmosphere. It is
essential that all the various units should be driven at exactly the
same speed, and any departure from this results in delay, trouble
in the later processes, and deterioration in the quality of the
product. Sometimes the units are driven all from the same line-
shaft, and sometimes from different lineshafts. The speeds are
moderate, and the power usually below i o H . P . The bush roller
chain is an ideal method of transmission in this case, and if the
drive be fitted with a friction clutch, considerable advantage will
result from the substitution of this form of drive for the present
one.

(d) Card Room in Cotton Factories.—The adaptability of the
bush roller chain to the driving of carding engines is
as great in cotton factories as in woollen factories, but
the principal advantages obtained will be those due to the absence
of slip, and the consequent increase of steadiness of the drive. The
remainder of the machines in the card room can usually be advan-
tageously driven by chain gearing, with the same advantages.
Those machines, however, which, on account of their shape and
the shape of the building, are usually driven by a half-crossed belt
from a lineshaft at right angles to the axis of the machine, would

.have to be re-arranged. This is worth while considering in new
buildings, and sometimes even in old.

(e) Spinning Rooms for all Materials,—Spinning rooms in
existing mills are usually driven from a lineshaft at right angles
to the axis of the frames. For chain driving the machines would
have to be arranged with their axes parallel to the lineshaft. The
drive from the lineshaft to the countershaft for mules can be
advantageously carried Out by chain gearing. Where the present
drive is a crossed belt the chain drive will have three wheels instead
of two, but this presents no particular difficulty.

(f) Loom Driving.—At first sight it appears that one of the
most profitable places to substitute chairt drives for belts, from
lineshafts to machines, is in the weaving shed. The drive is a
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very impulsive one, and the greatest impulse occurs just at the
moment when it is required, for good quality, that the drive should
be positive, namely, at the beating up of the weft, and it is just at
this point that the belt will slip. There are several practical
difficulties from the chain point of view. One is that with an
impulsive drive it is necessary that the chain should be kept taut.
Another is that half the drives are reversed, and the chain drive
is consequently required to have three wheels instead of two. A
third difficulty is introduced by the necessity for a friction clutch,
which must be so adjusted as to refuse to slip at the peak load.
This difficulty can easify be overcome. Perhaps the greatest diffi-
culty, however, is the rough character of the machinery. The
best way to apply chain gearing for loom driving would be to have
the lineshafts under the floor, and between two rows of looms. A
short chain drive, one each side, from the lineshaft to the loom,
each drive having three wheels, one of them adjustable, would be
a very satisfactory arrangement. The advantages that would be
obtained, could this substitution be made satisfactorily, would be
so great that it is worth while making considerable efforts to over-
come the difficulty. Experiments in this direction arc being
undertaken, and I hope to be able to make a communication to the
Institute on the subject later.

(g) Finishing Trades.—The speeds used are generally
moderate, but the powers vary very considerably. In general the
conditions are bad for belt driving, on account of the atmo-
sphere, and, in many cases, on account of the low speeds. These
disadvantages, however, do not affect the use of chain gearing,
and in consequence the saving by the use of this method of trans-
mission is usually very considerable.

(4) Machines for individual motors,—Sufficient has been said
to indicate that practically every machine that can be driven by an
individual motor can advantageously be connected thereto by a
chain drive. The saving of floor space is usually a consideration
of primary importance in these cases, and the compactness of the
arrangement, where a chain drive is used, makes it highly advan-
tageous. For somewhat similar reasons belt drives in these cases
are very unsatisfactory.

(5) Internal drives on the machines themselves.—There are very
mdny cases where the substitution of chain gearing for some other
drive in the machine itself will remove serious disadvantages in
the working of that machine, which have only been tolerated on
account of the difficulty of removing them, and because those who
use the machines have become so accustomed to the disad\ antages
as to regard them amongst the ordinary incidents of life. This
ca-n best be illustrated by mentioning one or two examples, some
of which are already in successful operation, and others which still
require to be tried. Of the first, the one that comes most readily
to mind is the substitution of a chain drive for the swing gears on
a speed frame. This substitution was found very considerably
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to improve the running of the machine by reducing noise and
vibration; to reduce the power consumption, in a particular case
tested, by about i8 per cent, and to increase the production by 4
per cent, by virtue of the fact that it relieved the driving belt of so
much load. In addition to this, it is well known that the spur gears
used for this purpose are liable to break, especially in roving
frames. This difficulty is entirely removed by the use of chain
gearing. Fig. 8 shows the gear as it was formerly arranged, and
Fig. 9 the chain gear substitution.

A possible application, which has not yet been tried,
is the driving of the flyers and bobbins on speed frames.
A horizontal chain, gearing with wheels attached to each of the
spindles, would make a continuous drive which would be perfectly
regular, highly efficient, and much less noisy than the present
arrangement. Again, the bowls on fulling mills are at present

•PCCD
» •UU.OUtM N0V«M f R M C Ducaui «r ainMc CMD W MOVAKS • m L f u l i ••VMO "-irT

NOtSC • VtMSTBI

FIG. 8. FIG. 9.

connected by spur wheels with specially deep teeth to permit of
motion of one of the bowls. This drive is highly unsatisfactory,
as one would naturally expect. The substitution of chain gearing,
arranged, probably, somewhat as shown in the diagram Fig. 10,
would eliminate most of the troubles and brealcages that are so
common at present.

The substitution of chains for belts for driving from the Byers
and twisters in rope-spinning machines has resulted in great
economy of power, great increase in production, arid improvement
in quality of material. The belts in this case were only about
2 ft. centres, ran at a high speed, and over comparatively small
pulleys. A great deal of slip took place.

These circumstances are mentioned only for the puipose of
indicating in a general way what has and can be done in this
direction. There are many other cases where serious disadvan-*
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tages could be eliminated by the substitution of chain for belt or
spur gearing', in the construction of the machines themselves.

Textile machinery users will do well, from now on, to satisfy
themselves that any disadvantage from which they are suffering in
the operating of any machine, cannot be eliminated by the substitu-
tion of chains for some other form of transmission, and to bring
pressure to bear upon the maniifacturers of these machines, with a
view to having such points investigated. If they have any dififi-
culty in this connection, they will find chain manufacturers ready
and willing to co-operate with them. On the other hand, textile
machinery manufacturers may well consider whether it would not
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be profitable for them to seek out such cases as these for them-
selves, without waiting to be urged to do so by their customers

EFFECTS AND ADVANTAGES OF USING CHAIN GEARING.

The effect of substituting chain gearing for some other form
of transmission will naturally depend, to a great extent, upon the
form of transmission for which it is substituted, and fhe circum-
stances under which the substitution is made. It is not necessary
to speak very fully on this aspect of the matter, because the
description of chains, and the enumeration of their characteristics,
which has been made with studied moderation and impartialitv,
will enable anyone to decide for himself what will happen in any
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particular case. However, the advantages usually expected from a
substitution of chain gearing in textile factories, are as follows:—

(i) Improvement in quality of product due to uniformity oj
turning.—It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of the fact
chat a chain drive will transmit, with perfect uniformity, a uniform
turning effort; will, if anything, reduce impulses from the driving
end, and ^^ill steadily overcome impulses at the driven end, with-
out permitting the speed to vary, and yet will not give rise to the
distressing and troublesome noise and vibration so common to
most kinds of tooth gearing. In fact, it will take some consider-
able time to realise what an important quality this is. In many
cases the present running speeds in textile factories are limited by
the uniformity of turning obtainable with present methods of
transmission. How far these speeds may be increased without
affecting the qua^ity of the product, or causing other troubles,
when the machine is driven with perfect uniformity, is a matter
for experiment and investigation. Non-positive methods of trans-
mission at present seem to affect the uniformity of turning of
the driven shaft in two ways:—

(a) By their ability to stretch and slip they permit and magnify
the action of impulses on the driven shaft, in accelerating or
retarding, momentarily, its motion. ,

(6) They may originate variations in turning by the ease with
which they swing and stretch. This matter will be further
discussed later.

(2) Increase in production.—This may be produced in one or
all of three ways, as the result of the substitution of positive for
non-positive methods of driving. These are as follows:—

{a) Overloads cause no reduction in speed. The transmission
is positive, and is capable of being operated at considerable over-
loads without any serious disadvantage. The efficiency remains
the same, and the strength is always sufficient to withstand any
ordinary overload, i.e.y up to 100 per cent. The effect of this is
that the additional demand for power, usually found in a textile
mill after stoppages, does not cause any reduction in speed of the
lineshafts, with consequent falling off in production.

{h) Production is increased, owing to the elimination of the
ordinary slip of belts or ropes. A belt drive is only at its best for
a limited time. The slip, which always occurs, steadily increases
as the belt increases in length, and production falls off. It is only
when a mechanic takes up the slack that the drive is restored to its
original efficiency. With a chain drive there is no slip at any
period, the production is regular, and whilst neglect of the chain
will possibly enough cause trouble, it will be trouble that will
make itself obvious at once, will give warning that it is occurring,
and will prevent the occurrence of considerable losses that cannot
readily be tracked and remedied.

(c) There are some cases in which, on account of the improve-
ment in the uniformity of turning, it is possible to speed up the
machines. Such cases will readily suggest themselves.
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These remarks are specially applicable to the driving of
machines by belts in finishing works, and in other places where
the temperature and humidity of the atmosphere vary considerably.

(3) Space saved,—In many cases there is a considerable saving
of valuable space, by virtue of the fact that the distance between
shafts can be much less than with rope or belt drives. In other
cases the latitude that is given in the placing of motors or
machines, by the general adaptability of the chain drive,» results
in further economies of the same character.

(4) Lower first cost,—If a belt drive is properly designed to
transmit, without slip or excessive tension, the power required in
any case, and a durable belt is used, the first cost will exceed the
first cost of a chain drive. Quite often, double reduction belt or
rope drives are used where a single reduction chain drive would
have sufficed, or a combined drive of belt and spur wheel is used.
Where electric motors are used in confined spaces, and double
reductions and large pulleys are not possible, a single reduction
chain drive and a high-speed motor will give a higher efficiency
with a lower first cost, than a slow-running electric motor with a
single reduction belt or rope drive. It occasionally happens that
very extravagant arrangements are made to connect two shaft.s,
simply because they are too far apart for spur gears, and too close
together for satisfactory rope or belt driving. Chain gear should
always be considered for such cases.

(5) Economy of power.—Over an extended period of running,
there is an economy of power of at least 5 per cent obtained by
the substitution of a well-designed chain drive for any rope or
belt drive- If the conditions are not suitable for ropes or belts,
or the drive is badly designed, this economy will be very greatly
increased, and may be as high as 30 per cent. Spur gearing and
machine-cut helical gearing, when erected with perfect accuracy,
are perhaps as efficient as an average chain drive. Any departure,
however, from this accuracy, which is exceedingly difficult to
obtain under commercial or factory conditions, results in a very
great falling off in efficiency. Where it is possible to substitute
chain gearing for a transmission by bevel gears and intermediate
shafts, a great economy of power is obtained. The difference in
efficiency between chain gearing and ordinary cast spur, helical,
or bevel gearing, may be anywh^ere from 10 to 40 per cent.

The reason for the superior efficiency, under commercial con-
ditions, of chain gearing, becomes obvious after a moment's
thought. Consider the case of two shafts connected by spur
gearing. The connecting links are each of them absolutely rigid,
and it follows that for the ideal transmission of power, that is, for
the equivalent of rolling contact to be obtained, exquisite accuracy,
not only of the shape, but of the relative position of the tooth
surfaces, is essential. Any departure from this will cause rubbing
instead of rolling, with a subsequent loss of power. This
consideration alone ought to be sufficient to rule out entirely the
use of plain cast gearing of any description for power trans-
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missions of any importance. Machine-cut gearing of a very high
degree of accuracy is now so readily obtainable, and so reasonable
in price, that there Is little inducement to use cast gearing, and na
reason to fear loss of power due to badly formed tooth surfaces.
The relative positions of the tooth surfaces that have to work
together, however, which are equally important with their shape,,
is a much more difficult thing to obtain to the required degree of
accuracy. Flay in the bearings, a certain amount of which cannot
be avoided, lack of rigidity of the shafts, errors of erection, either
in alignment, parallelism, or distance between centres are very
difficult to avoid in factory work, and will cause great falling off
in efficiency, and in many cases will entirely neutralise the advan-
tage obtained by the substitution of machine cut for plain cast
gearing.

Now consider two shafts connected by chain gearing. There
is a rigid link on'each shaft, and a perfectly flexible link betw'een
them. Every joint or bearing in the chain has a certain amount
of play, and this is sufficient to permit perfect gearing between
the chain and each wheel, in spite of any small looseness in the
shaft bearings, eccentricity of the wheels on the shafts, faulty
alignment of the wheels, or lack of parallelism of the shafts. In
a word, this flexibility will bring the attainment of the highest
possible efficiency much more easily-within the scope of practical
factory conditions.

WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE.

It will be difficult, if not impossible, to convey an adequate or
accurate impression of the extent to which chain driving has been
adopted in textile mills. Generally speaking, the tendency has
been to resort to this form of transmis*:ion only in cases in which
other forms of transmission, for some reason or other, are not
suitable or have given trouble. The idea that ,chain driving is a
standard method of transmitting power, of very great value, and
of almost general applicability; that it ought to be considered
whenever a new plant is being put down, or an old one re-modelled^
has not received proper recognition either from engineers or from
textile manufacturers, and it is only when chain manufacturers
have been unusually pushing, or when consulting engineers or
mill ow'ners have been unusually enterprising, that the matter has
been considered in this way. It can be assumed, however, that
in every one of the cases mentioned hereafter, the application of
chain gearing has been thoroughly tested and found satisfactory,
and may. therefore be regarded as one of the standard drives for
the future. It will be convenient to arrange these cases under
similar headings to those used in dealing with ** possible,
applications.'*

(i) Driving Lineshafts in Spinning and Weaving Factories,—
In only a few cases has chain gearing been used to drive direct
from the engine to the lineshaft, and in these cases the power has
not usually exceeded 100 H.P. It has, however, been very
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extensively used for driving from electric motors to lineshafts, and
Its suitability for this purpose has been very completely demon-
strated. Perhaps the best example for us to take now is the

FIG. 13.—75 H.P. SPINNING ROOM DRIVE. (CHAIN STANDING.)
•

electric conversion of Mr. Robert Clough's mills at Keighley,
carried out by Mr. \V. O. Pepper.

A cross-compound Corliss engine driving by ropes to the head
shafts in the usual way was replaced by a turbo-alternator as a
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prime mover and electric motors as transmitters, without any other
alteration in the structure or arrangement of the factory. In
every case the shafts were driven from the motors by means of
silent chain gearing, and specialists in chain transmission were
consulted from the outset, and, as far as latitude was possible,
arranged the drives so as fo be entirely suitable for chain gearing.
Figs. II, 12, and 13 show typical drives. The conversion was
carried on without any interruption whatsoever to the daily work
of the factory. The chain wheels were mounted on the shafts
alongside the rope pulleys, and no other alteration to the shafting
or mill gearing was made. This fact is of some importance in
considering the remarks that follow concerning uniformity of
turning, and the descriptions of the tachograph records.

Jn April, 19x1, when these mills were still running under the
old conditions, a series of tachograph diagrams were taken from
the shafts near the rope drives, and in March, 1913, after the mills
had been running for some time with electric power, a further
series of diagrams were taken from the same shafts near the chain
drives. It was found by a comparison between the tachograph
records taken in the same place» on the same shaft, before the
conversion and after, that the cvclir variation was very much
reduced. The comparative figures from the diagrams reproduced,
which are typical, are; given in the following table:— .

Where taken, and nature of
load.

Near engine, spinning room,
second floor, steady load

Further from engine, spinning
room, fourth floor, steady
load

Near engine, weaving shed,
fluctuating load

Per cent Speed Variations.

Rope and
Reciprocating Engine.

I.'2

4-5

Chain and
Motor.

•0

•0

«

•5

The diagrams taken on the fourth floor are shown in Figs. 14
and 16, those on the second floor in Figs. 15 and 17, and those
on the weaving shed shaft in Figs. 18, 19, 20, and 21. The
difference in the above table between the degrees of speed
variation before and after the conversion is noteworthy in every
case, but particularly so in the last- A careful analysis of the
conditions throws an interesting light on the important part
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played by chain drives in helping to smooth out these fluctuations.
This analysis is as follows:--

The period of the engine fluctuations is shown by vertical lines
in the diagrams. On referring to Figs. 14 and 15 it will be
observed that in addition to the engine fluctuations there are
others of varying degrees in both cases. These intermediate

* ..I * . . ^

ft..

FIG. 14.—SPINNING ROOM SHAFT, FOURTH FLOOR, BEFORE CONVERSION.

fluctuations could be caused by accidental impulses on the driven
shaft such as, for example, the sudden stopping or starting of a
machine, or could be originated by the stretching or swinging of
the ropes. In any case they would have been eliminated by a
positive transmission.

Compare now these two diagrams with Figs, 16 and 17 taken

r *

FIG. 15.—SPINNING ROOM SHAFT, SECOND FLOOR, BEFORE CONVERSION.

from the same shafts after the conversion. The instrument has
traced practically straight lines> and the regularity of turning is
perfect. To give cred ît where credit is due, it must be pointed
out that the smoothing out of these fluctuations cannot be solely
attributed to the substitution of a turbo-generator and electric
motors for a reciprocating engine. If, w ith the motors, a rope or
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belt drive had been used, the intermediate fluctuations referred to
above, or certainly such of them as originated on the driven shaft,
•would still have been present.

To continue, the nature of the load on the 2nd and 4th floors
is practically identical, yet in one case, the 2nd floor, we get,
before the conversion, a fluctuation of -5 per cent., and in the other.

FIG. I6.—SA:.IE SHAFT AS FIG. .14, AFTER CONVERSION.

the 4th floor, one of i '2 per cent. Whatever the fluctuations
of the engine may have been, the same engine could not show
different fluctuations, on the two floors. If then we suppose, for
argqment's sake, that the variation on the 2nd floor shaft was
entirely due to the engine, and was eliminated, as in Fig. 17, by

\LIO D.M.

FIG. 17.—SAME SHAFT AS FIG. 15, AFTER CONVERSION.

the substitution of a motor, the difference between the -5 and 12
per cent., namely, 7 per cent., must have been caused or permitted
by the rope drives.

Coming now to the weaving-shed drive, we shall again find
both motor and chain gearing sharing the credit for a very marked
improvement. Fig, 18 shows the record taken under the old
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system of steam and rope drives, and indicates a cyclic variation
of no less than 4*5 per cent. In driving a weaving shed the load
is, of course,' irregular, but it need by no means be so irregular as
to cause load-speed variations of 45 per cent. In fact, in Fig. 19,
after the conversion, we find the variations to '5 per cent., evidently
the residual varic t̂ion due entirelv to the load, since we have already

V.

FIG. 18.—WEAVING SHED SHAFT, BEFORE CONVERSION.

seen that the motor and chain combination reduces the variations
to zero when the load is a steady one.

Now the engine variations here cannot be more than those which
we found on the 2nd floor (Fig, 15). These accounted for *5 per
cent, variation. If we add to this the '5 per cent, which we found
to be due solely to the load, we should expect, before the conver-

1.

^

FIG. 19.—WEAVING SHED SHAFT, AFTER CONVERSION,

sion, a variation of i per cent., if the transmission were perfect;
actually, we find 4*5 per cent. The difference, namely, 3*5 per
cent., was evidently caused by the transmission, and its elimina-
tion, therefore, is due to the use of chain gearing. It is granted,
of course, that the effect of adding or subtracting a cause of speed
variation, would not necessarily produce a total speed variation
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equal to the sum or difference of the variations caused by the
component causes. This might affect the actual figures, but does
not affect the strength of the argument.

Two further diagrams, Figs. 20 and 21, are reproduced, taken
from the same weaving shed shaft after the conversion, but on

^ W "

FIG. 20.—WEAVING SHED SHAFT : RECORD TAKEN NEAR MOTOR.

another occasion, one record being taken close up to the motor,
the other 105'ft, away. These diagrams are interesting in that the
comparison between them shows clearly the considerable increase
of cyclic variation due to the natural spring in the shaft at a

FIG. 21.—SAME AS FIG. 20, BUT 105 FEET- FROM MOTOR.

distance from'the motor. The inference to be drawn is that where
steadiness and even turning is of importance, it is advisable to put
the motor and chain drive as near the middle of the shaft as
possible.
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As Mr. Clough's installation embodies many novel features,
it has naturally been kept under close observation by those directly
interested, and now, after considerably more than a year's running,
it is possible to say that, as far as chain gearing is concerned, tfie
results have proven even more satisfactory than was originally
anticipated.

Another rather interesting drive is shown in Fig. 22. This is

FIG. 22.—90 H.P. CHAIN DRIVE AT CENTRAL FINISHING WORKS OF THE CAUCO
PRINTERS* ASSOCIATION.

a 90-H.P. drive in the Central Finishing Works of the Calico
Printers' Association. The shaft was originally driven from the
same motor by a belt, through a first reduction in spur gearing.
It is obvious that, had chain gearing been used in the first instance,
there would have been a considerable reduction in the first cost of
the drive, and it is possible that some of the space occupied by the
belt drive might have been used for other purposes.
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Fig. 23 is a 60-H.P. drive to a weaving shed lineshaft, replac-
ing spur gearing at the same centre distance. The chain is in a
gear case.

Another drive that is interesting, because it shows another form
of construction, is Fig. 24. This is in a flax spinning factory,
and the rooms were formerly driven—before electrification—by
vertical shafts and bevel gearing. After electrification spur
drives from the motors were first used, but the vibration and noise
Mas so great that they had to he taken out.

Fic. 23.—60 H.P. CHAIN DRIVE TO WEAVING SHED LINESHAFT. (THE CHAIN IS IN
THE LARGE GEAR CASE ON THE RIGHT.)

(2) From Lineshafts to Machines.—For several reasons the
substitution of chains for belt driving from line shafts to machines
has not been very much taken up by textile manufacturers. In
the first place, it is rather a radical proceeding, and mill owners
are conservative. The advantage to be obtained from a single
substitution appears very small, and extensive substitution could
naturally only be taken up after experiment and experience. Chain
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manufacturers, on the other hand, have not d^evoted much attention
to pushing this kind of business, because in the present state of
the knowledge of chain gearing they realised that they had tremen-
dous difficulties to overcome, and a much more natural line seemed
to be to push the sale of heavy drives, which gave them the
business that they wanted immediately, and served a useful
purpose in educating those interested in the subject of chain
gearing. There is no real reason, however, why it should not be
taken up very extensively indeed, and with very great advantage.
There are some cases which present no difficulty whatever,
from a chain point of view, and immediate benefit would be
obtained.

One of the cases in which it has been applied is of striking
interest to woollen manufacturers, namely, the driving of

PIC. 24.—CHAIN DRIVES IN FI.AX SPINNING FACTORY.

scribbling and carding machines. The designers and builders of
these machines have been at very great pains to ensure that all the
various swifts of each unit should be connected up by a positive
transmission, for the obvious reason that the product of one unit
is the raw material of the next, and must consequently be supplied
at exactly the correct rate. In other words, each unit must be
capable of taking the product of the machine before it, just as fast
as it is produced. In spite of this obvious necessity, and the great
pains taken to meet it, the units are usually connected to the line-
shafts by belts, and the condenser connected to the swift of the
last unit by belts or bands. These belts or bands, which all slip
to some extent, are often of different lengths, and differently
loaded, and even if they were all the same lene t̂h and equally
loaded, their condition, as regards the presence of **fly," or as
regards tightness, would cause them to slip differently.
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Messrs. William Lawton Ltd., of Huddersfield, were the first
to conceive the idea of using chain gearing for the purpose of
driving these machines. They tried it on one set in their own
mill, with entire success. A comparison was made between this
set of machines, and another set with belt drives, running under,
as far as possible, identical conditions, for a period of 21 days, and
there was found to be an increase in production of 4*3 per cent.
Mr. Lawton also said that a considerable improvement in the
quality of the material was found, which showed itself in the
reduction of the number of broken ends in the spinning room.

In a more recent case, when the change was first made it was
found, after 15 minutes' running, that the scribbler was over-

PiG. 26.—CHAIN DRIVING FBOM MAIN SHAFT TO COUNTKBSUAFT FOR MULES.

making the carding engine, and the feed into the latter had to be
speeded up 7 per cent. In the two days previous, the feed on this
particular machine had to be changed four times to allow for the
varying slip of the main belt on the scribbler. During five hours'
running, after the conversion to chain driving, two ends came
down in the condenser, whereas the average before the conversion
was made was in the neighbourhood of three per hour.

No modifications of the arrangements in the carding room are
necessary for the purpose of making this kind of conversion. A
friction clutch mounted on the lineshaft is substituted for fast and
loose pulleys on the machine, and it is desirable, on account of
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the heavy starting torque, to use a gradual engagement device for
operating the clutch. The chains can then simply take the place
of the belts. A typical example is shown in diagram Fig. 25.

An example of driving from the main shaft to a small auxiliary
countershaft for mules is shown in Fig. 26.

Fig. 27 shows some calender drives that were installed in the
year 1907. These are still running, and giving great satisfaction.

The next example really lies half-way between driving from
Iineshaft to machines, and driving from individual motors to
machines. It is the case of the installation of the Seedhil! Finish-
ing Co., of Paisley. Generally speaking, the machines are

FIG. 27.—CHAINS DRIVING CALENDERS (INSTAI,I,ED 1907).

arranged in pairs, and the driving is from a motor to a counter-
shaft for two machines, and from this countershaft to each of the
machines.

About the middle of October, 1912, the works of this firm were
completely gutted by fire, and in December of the same year
arrangements had been made to recommence building them on
entirely new lines, incorporating all the latest improvements.
PUns were made for work to be re-commenced by May ist, 1913,

•and actual pieces of material finished in the new works were being
delivered in Lancashire by May 6th, 1913.
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The illustrations. Fig. 28 and 29, are reproductions of photo-
graphs of the interior, and illustrate rather strikingly the effect
of the elimination of overhead gearing.

Electric driving is resorted to throughout, and where lineshafts
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or countershafts arc used they are placed either on the floor or
against the wall, about shoulder high. The chain drives were
standardised in such a manner that it was possible to interchange
all parts of the gear, and greatly reduced the number of spares to
be kept. With one exception, two sizes of chain were sufficient
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for all the drives, one silent and one bush roller, and there are,
altogether, over ioo drives. Friction clutches were used instead
of fast and loose pulleys, and, as stated above, it was possible
by means of these to group the machines together on one counter-
shaft, in pairs or small groups, each machine being started
separately by a friction clutch.

The illustrations. Figs. 30, 31, 32, and 3^y show the drives to
raising machines, fulling mills, mangles, and drying machines.
Fig. 34 shows the driving arrangements of some mangles in
greater detail.

This new factory has now been running nearly seven months,

Fio. 29.—SsEDunx FmuHiNo Co.*s WOBKS.
MACHIKKS.

Vaw or CHAIM-DRIVEB FUIXINO

and in this time there has never been a stoppage of a machine due
to trouble with the chain drives. Stoppages on the old plant with
belts were frequent and troublesome, and in one year the bill for
belt laces alone was over ;^2O.

The principal advantages obtained are greatly reduced power
and up-keep expenses, and largely increased output. Another
important advantage from the point of view of organisation and
efficiency of the business is the regularity with which the work
can be done. With the old method the length of time for each
process varied considerably, the variation probably being due to
the amount by which the belt slipped, or the number of times it
had to be adjusted, or broke. Now, there is perfect regularity, and
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the length of time necessary for each process is a definite and fixed
quantity. It is thus possible to estimate accurately beforehand,
both for the purpose of fixing prices and times of delivery, and

FK;. 30.—KAISI.V*. M.\cni.vE DRIVEN.

FIG. 31.—CHAIN-DRIVEN FVLMNG Mii,ts.

for the arrangement of the work. This advantage has been
particularly marked in the case of the fulling mills shown in
Fig. 31-
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32.—CuAiN-nkivKN MANGLES.

FIG. 33.—CHAIN-DRIVEN DRYING MACHINE. FIG. 34.—M.VNGLK DRIVES.
(OBSERVE METHOD OF DRIVING CYLINDERS BY CHAIN.)
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The illustration of a drying machine, Fig. ;i;iy shows also an
internal drive on the machine itself. The cylinders, instead of
being driven one from another by spur gears, are all connected by
an endless chain. This gives quiet and regular running, and,
incidentally, a considerable economy of power. The makers rate
the machine illustrated at from 4 to 5 H.P. when fitted with spur
wheels. The fK>wer actually taken in the chain-driven machine is
only J H.P. when running at full speed.

(3) Machines from Individual Motors,—There have been many
isolated cases of the application of chain gearing to driving from
individual motors to machines, and this method of driving is
developing.

An Italian firm have driven scutchers and combing machines
in this way, Fig. 35 being a photc^raph of the former.

35. trrcHER DRIVBK FROM MOTOR BY SUJSMT CHAIN.

A firm in Leeds have driven carding machines (six in number)
in this way.

Several firms have driven spinning and doubling frames by
chain gearing from individual motors, both in the cotton and the
woollen industry. Generally speaking, there has been something
special about the arrangements, either for the purpose of obtaining
detachability of the gear, or change of speed, or for some other
reason. In the finishing trades there have been many examples
of individual drives to mangles, back-filling machines, drying
machines, calenders, and printing machines. The advantages
usually obtained in these conversions will have been sufficiently
indicated by my earlier remarks.
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SUMMARY.

The position of chain gearing, then, as far as the driving of
textile mills is concerned, can be briefly summarised as follows:—

(1) lt is a p>ossible solution of any transmission problem which
does not exceed 300 H.P. , in which the distance between the
centres does not exceed, say, 12 ft., and in which it is possible to
use wheels of such diameter that the linear speed of the chain does
not greatly exceed 1,300 ft. per minute.

(2) Chain gearing is a highly efficient transmission. It is at
least equally efficient, under parallel conditions, with any other
form of gearing, and much more efficient, under bad conditions,
than any other form of gearing. Its high efficiency is maintained
until it is worn out.

(3) It is a positive transmission, with enough elasticity to
prevent serious vibration, and withal is rigid enough to transmit,
with perfect uniformity, a uniform turning.

(4) As a direct consequence of the above qualities, the substi-
tution of chain gearing for other forms of transmission can be
made to give reduction of power consumption, increase of output,
improvement in quality, as well as freedom from noise and vibra-
tion. To some extent it is open to the user to choose in which qf
these directions he will use the improvement.

(5) These facts have been sufficiently proven by the extent to
which chain gearing has been used, to justify its being regarded
as a standard transmission, and taken into account when trans-
missions are being considered.

As regards the part chain gearing will play in the controversy
as to which general system of driving is the best, the position of
chain gearing can be summarised under four heads:—

(1) In existing mills which are driven from a main engine by
ropes, as a general rule the only applications possible-
for chain gearing are from lineshafts to machines, or
from lineshafts to countershafts. If the transmission from
the engine to the lineshaft is not a straight rope drive, but a
complicated one, or if it be a drive through vertical shafts and
bevel gearing, chain gearing can often be substituted with great
advantage.

(2) In existing mills which are to be electrified, it is impossible
to overestimate the value of the newer transmission. It enables
the engineer to make his conversion without any change in the
existing structure of the rnill, and usuallv without any stoppage
whatsover of any part of the machinery. In old mills where floors
are nearly fully loaded, and weight is a consideration, lighter
motors can be used if the transmission is by chain.

(3) New mill that is to be driven from a main engine.—The
remarks on the subject of existing mills driven from main engines
also apply in this case, except that it will be advantageous to
depart from the present standard arrangement and put the line-
shafts under the floors instead of under the ceiline^s. It will also
be advantageous to arrange the lengths of speed frames, and, if
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possible, the shapes of rooms, so that a straight drive from the
lineshaft to the frame will be practicable, ln many cases this
can be done without any loss of floor space, and without any
greatly increased cost of shafting, and the gain in improved
quality and increased production will be very great. Apart from
radical changes in the relative position of the engine-room and
the various manufacturing rooms, there is not much point at
present in considering the use of chain gearing between the engine
and the lioeshafts. \V'eaving sheds, however, are an exception to
thts.

(4) Neŵ  mill that is to be electrically driven.—In new mills
that are to be electrically driven under the group system, the
availability of chain gearing for the drive from the motor to the
lineshaft gives increased latitude for arranging the mill purely and
simply from a production point of view. The motors can be put
in a small annexe at the end of each room, they can be hung from
the ceiling, they can be put on the floor in the middle of the room,
if space is not valuable, or they can be arranged in any other
position that seems desirable, from an efficiency point of view. If
chain drives from the lineshafts to the machines are used, and
some little more attention paid to the mounting of the lineshafts
themselves than is now usual, it will probably be found that the
difference in efficiency between individual driving and group
driving will not be in favour of the former, and even if it is, the
difference in first cost and up-keep charges is likely to counter-
balance it.

CONCLUSION.

After a careful study of this problem of transmission in mills,
it is almost impossible to avoid the conviction that most of the
troubles experienced are due to three causes—the use of non-
positive drives; the use of drives which, though positive, are badly
constructed or roughly erected; and the use of shafting, hangers,
and bearings of crude character.

From the point of view of electrical engineers, it may be con-
ceded that these factors materially help to strengthen the case for
electric driving, by furnishing them with ** bad cases '*; neverthe-
less, it is equally true that these very factors prevent them from
reaping to the full the benefits potentially attainable from electric
driving—unless, indeed, they adopt individual driving, and thus
eliminate intermediate gearing altogether. Loose and badly
aligned bearings, eccentric and twisted shafting, badly-made and
badly-erected gearing, destroy uniformity of turning, and waste
power.

On the other hand, from the millowner's point of view, it is
hardly worth while to use well-made and well-fitted bearings, or
to go to considerable expense in the alignment of shafting and
careful erection of gearing, if this refinement is at once nullified
and liable to be quickly destroyed by the defects and faults of the
instruments of transmission, viz., tight belts, tigfht ropes, and
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rough-cast gearing. With the use of chain gearing, however,
many refinements throughout the mill become, not merely possible,
but profitable, for these refinements will easily be maintained, and
will greatly improve the quality of the product, not merely not
increasing its cost, but generally definitely reducing it, by lowering
the power and repair bill. Finally, therefore, I would urge elec-
irical engineers, no less than the mill owners themselves, in their
own interests and those of their industry, to weigh very carefully
the claims made in this paper on behalf of chain gearing, and the
evidence put forward, and to ask themselves whether they can any
longer afford to look on the motive power a-nd the transmission
system as two separate problems, the second a matter of compara-
tive indifference to them: whether the two are not, in point of fact,
almost equally important parts of the same problem—the problem
of mill driving.

DiSCL'SSION

Mr. H. P. GREG (Hyde), who opened the discussion, said
the paper had been most interesting. He would like to know
whether the efficiency of the bush roller chain was as high as
that of the silenr chain. Then, as being specially interested in
cotton machinery, he would like to know how it was that the
chain drive had not been more generally adopted in the swing
motion of the roving frames, and so on.

Mr. HILDAGE said that with regard to the comparative efficiency
of the bush roller chain and the silent chain, such experiments
as they had been able to make had not been sufficiently accurate
to detect any difference; they had certainly been within one per
cent., in some cases it. would appear in favour of one and in other
cases in favour of the other. On the question of first principles
he did not himself see any reason why there should be any great
difference. The second question was why the substitution of
chain for spur wheels in the roving frame was not more general.
The explanation of that was that manufacturers of chains and
those who advocated their use were at a considerable disadvantage
in recommending the application of their gearing in textile
factories. They found on the one hand that the machine manu-
facturers were very naturally and very propferly most reluctant
to consider any alteration of their existing standards. On the
other hand they found textile manufacturers most reluctant to
permit what they no doubt considered to be the prying and investi;.
gating of interested people from outside. This particular applica-
tion was invented or suggested only about eighteen months ago
upon the occasion of the textile exhibition in ^fanchester by a mill
manager near Oldham, and he proceeded to experiment with it
at once. He took out patents, and it was only during the last
two or three months that he had been in a position to place it
on the market commercially. He (Mr. Hildage) thought that
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explained why it was not more generally used. If that particular
application was not in considerable use in three or four years'
time then they might safely conclude that there was some defect
in it that was not at present apparent. At present there was no
reason whatever, that he knew of, to question its applicability
and utility.

Mr. GREG asked why a chain drive in that particular motion
should be of any advantage? If the spur wheels were properly
cut .he did not see that there would be any loss of efficiency.

Mr, HiLt)AGE said the Chairman had just reminded him that
another firm beside the one that he spoken of had also a patent
for using chain gearing on this motion. Their*s was an arrange-
ment with four wheels instead of three. With regard to the
reason for the uns?atisfactory character of spur wheel transmission,
he had never analysed that thoroughly—he had rather confined
his efforts to making the chain drive work satisfactorily-^—he would
simply state what he was told, namely, that a spur wheel trans-
mission would often run well, with the exception, of course, of
noise, vibration, and so on, for a considerable period, and then
when the wheels became worn one of them broke; and after that
there might be quite a series of breakages before a new set of
gears was obtained that would run continuously and satisfactorily.
He had explained how necessary it was that nor only should spur
gearing be machine cut, and accurately machine cut, but also that
the relative position of the shafts should be accurately fixed. In
this case the whole thing was in motion, and that implied play
in three and probably in six bearings, with consequent possibili-
ties of disalignment or inaccuracy of centre distance.

Mr. BLEAKLEY said he would like to know what the lecturer
proposed in the case of the driving of looms, because there it was
of vital importance that the belt got off the fast pulley as quickly
as possible. He knew of an unfortunate attempt to drive looms
by ropes; they could not get the rope off fast enough. Was it
possible by means of some clutch arrangement to so use the chain
that they could get it off the driving pulley quick enough?
Otherwise the loom would be suibject to a great deal of vibration.

Mr. HiLDAGE said that in loom driving it was proposed to
use a friction clutch'on the loom to take the place of the fast and
loose pulleys now in use. He had no doubt that there were many
friction clutches that would fulfil all requirements. The one that
he had used for this purpose was a coil friction clutch, and he
thought the ability of that clutch to become disconnected with all
the necessary precision had been very amply demonstrated.

Mr. SCOTT-TAGGART (Bolton) said that it had been made clear
in the paper that chain driving was a system that was applicable
to most classes of machinery. It was already extensively used
for driving lathes, drilling machines, and so forth, and it was
equally good for driving textile machinery. When they came to
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utilise it for the displacement of gear teeth in the textile machines
themselves they had got a more difficult problem—or at least it
was presumed to be a more difficult problem—to deal with-
Personally, he thought Mr, Hildage was right when he said that
they had to deal with a very conservative body of machine makers.
The greatest difficulty was experienced when attempting to move
a cotton spinning machine maker in Lancashire from what he was
doing. They might bring out patent after patent and demon-
strate each to the point of conviction, and yet it was the last thing
the machine makers would take up. That was what stood in the
way of the more general adoption of chain driving and in the way
of making looms much quieter and more efficiently driven than
they were at present. If they could once persuade the machine
firms to take up the system of chain driving it would be possible
to go through much of the machinery in the cotton mill, and
solve the problem of noise and waste of po^^er to a great extent.
'J'he Textile Institute was to be congratulated upon arranging for
the paper upon '* Chain Driving." After all, there was nothing
equal to the bringing of a great body of public opinion to bear
upon a question in order to get new suggestions adopted. If
they could get the chain drive adopted in mills they would find
that the machine makers would very quickly conform to the new
methods. It must be done in the mills first, for they would find
it a matter of the gratest difficulty to move the machine makers
direct.

Mr. F, R, McCoNNEL said there seemed to him to be a very
great advantage in chain driving in the matter of driving shafts
•direct from, say, a motor in the case of a mill that had been con-
verted to electrical driving. He did not see that mention of this
advantage had been made in the paper, but he thought the advan-
tage must be there. If they arranged a motor drive by placing
the motor direct on to the end of the shaft and they wanted to
alter the speed of that shaft they had to alter the speed of rhe
motor, and it seemed to him to be a great advantage that they
should be able by a simple change of one wheel to effect the
change of speed without much expense. A second point, upon
which he would like information, was as to whether any experi-
ments had been made to find what was the difference of efficiency
between a motor driving direct on the end of the shaft, or driving
It by means of a chain. Of course in using a chain, theoretically
ffi^- ^^^"'^ ^^^^ °"^ ^^ *^^ ^^^ ^^"^'' according to what the

efficiency of the chain, might be, but in practice he was inclined
to thmk that there was not that difference, owing to the difficulty
of getting absolutely true alignment of the motor with the shaft
that was already running, when any want of alignment would
cause a greater loss of efficiency.

Mr. HILDAGE said, and it was quite true of course, that if for
any reason it was desired to change the speed of a chain-driven
shaft It could quite easily be done by changing the number of
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teetli in One of the wheels. With regard to the other question,
he would lay himself open to correction by any electrical engineer
present, but his impression was, that the higher speed motor which
it was possible to use in conjunction with a chain drive was
slightly more efficient than the motor it would be necessary to
use if such motor was directly connected. On the other hand,
of course, there was a loss of about 2 per cent, in the chain drive
itself to be set against that greater efficiency; and, as an off-set,
there was also the fact, meationed by the last speaker, that it was
exceedingly difficult to properly and sufficiently accurately con-
nect a motor w t̂h the line-shaft under factory conditions.

•
Mr. GREG said that as a sort of side issue he would like to ask

the lecturer whether it was possible by means of the chain drive
to get a variable drive. One of the great difficulties in a cotton
mill was with the cone drive on the speed frames. If they could
only make that variable drive a positive one it would save most
enormously in breakages throughout a cotton mill.

Mr. SCOTT-TAGGART said that in cotton spinning machinery
the initial attempt to set the machine in motion caused a slipping
which had been considered an advantage on account of the
delicate condition of the yarn. It was the same with a mule.
The}'- all knew that when the mule carriage started out from the
roller beam the power went up tremendously. He would like to
know if a chain would not have to be very strong to carry that
suddenly developed power. In the case of a belt, the belt
stretched considerably.

Mr. HiLDAGE, replying to the point raised by Mr. Greg, said
he was reluctantly compelled to say that the answer was in the
negative. He did not know at present of any means of obtaining
a uniform change of speed, such as was obtained by the cone
drive. With regard to the second question as to the gradual
starting up of machines, it was possible by the use of friction
clutches, which were of course necessary in starting machines
from already moving line-shafts, to arrange that the starting
should be as gradual as might be desired. He. could say quite
frankly that they had not up to now had actual experience of
driving by chain any machine from a line-shaft that required
gradual starting to Jbe provided, except on account of the character
of the machine itself. That was to say, they had never driven
spinning frames from line-shafts. They had driven them from
motors, and then the gradual starting was obtained by
electrical means. They had never used friction clurches
to obtain the gradual starting of spinning frames driven
from line-shafts. The question might be asked, how did they
know they could obtain it? They knew because they had obtained
it in driving other machines, for instance, carding machines,
where the startiag torque was exceedingly high, and one of
the original difficultiesat Messrs. Lawton's mill, where this applica-
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tion was first tried, was that when the friction clutch was thrown
in quite sharply it seized immediately and there was a tremendous
jerk on the chain that promised to lift the machine from
the floor. That was overcome by the application of a gradual
starting service which threw the clutch into action more gently,
and now the starting of those machines was just as easy and
gentle as one would wish for any kind of machine. The same
thing had been done with raising machines at the factory of the
Seedhill Finishing Company, which were illustrated in the paper.

Mr. FREDERICK LYE (Rochdale) said the first question the
manufacturer wanted to know was what the chain drive would
cost. What would be the cost, for instance, of a chain drive of
20 feet compared with a 20 feet 6 inch hair belt? They could
buy the latter for 30s.

Mr. HILDAGE said that Mr. Lye made no mention of the horse
power to be transmitted, but he need not quibble about that. He
admitted, quite frankly, that a chai.n drive would be enormously
more expensive than a belt drive under certain conditions. In
fact, it would be so much more expensive as to probably put it
entirely out of court.

Mr. GREG asked if it was possible to give comparative costs.
Mr. LYE said that on the worst possible drive in a cotton

factory—the down drive of a mule—-the best belting that was
made would not last more than eighteen months, and second rate
not more than about a year.

Mr. HILDAGE said the actual cost of, say, 50 feet of chain
to substitute for a 6-inch belt mi-ght be anywhere from ;^I2 to
/ '20, according to the speeds, and the wheels probably cost
another JCS* Of course such a chain, assuming that the condi-
tions were reasonable for chain driving, might be expected to last
anywhere from five to fifteen years.

Mr. SCOTT-TAGGART suggested that it would be of substantial
interest if they could have before them a statement of comparative
costs of the chain drive and the belt drive, such statement to
take into account the advantages of increased production and so
forth.

Mr. HILDAGE replied that he would be very pleased to provide
for the Journal a complete balance sheet on those lines.

The CHAIRMAN, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Hildage,
observ'ed that the Mill Driving Committee had obtained in the
paper just submitted a very valuable addition to those that had
been given before. I hey had had a very u<=eful discussion, and
the discussion need not end there. If any member, after reading the
paper more carefully, wished to send in written questions he was
sure Mr. Hildage would be only too pleased to answer them, and
the questions and answers would go into the Journal in the usual
way. The work they had undertaken was considerable and all
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the help they could get was most valuable. They were not work-
ing for themselves but for the textile industry at large. Chain
driving in textile mills, as had been pointed out, was practically
in its infancy. They had known chain methods, but not to the
extent pointed out in the paper. As regarded Mr. Robert
Clough's mill, particulars of which were given, he believed that
was the first complete installation that had ever been made in a
textile mill. There was no doubt that more firms would take up
this method of driving in the future and more information of a
valuable nature would then be available.

Mr. GREG seconded the resolution. He said he would like tp
ask one further question. In ring frames the usual mode of
driving was by two tin rollers. The second tin roller employed
a remarkable amount of power. If they drove a frame with one tin
roller instead of two tin rollers they got an immense saving in
power. The usual method was for the second tin roller to be
driven by the bands to the spindles on the other side, and he had
wondered whether anyone had ever tried connecting those two tin
rollers by a chain, because the amount of power that was required
to drive the second tin roller had always seemed to him to be
most extraordinary.

Mr. HILDAGE said that, speaking from memory, he believed
some experiments were being made by a firm in Manchester
at the present time.

Mr. SCOTT-TAGGART said the driving was done pretty
frequently by chains.

Mr. GREG asked if that reduced the power required to drive
the frame.

Mr. SCOTT-TAGGART replied in the affirmative.
The CHAIRMAN referred to a patent of the Brown Spin-wright

Company, in which use was made of a sort of flat chain which
meshed with gears at the foot of the spindles. He had seen that
at Bolton, and it had some slight bearing on this; but they could
not expect to run this at the same speed as the Brown Spin-wright
flat chain could be run.

The resolution having been adopted, Mr. Hildage made brief
acknowledgment; and the Chairman responded to a vote of thanks
proposed by Mr. Bleakley.
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